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“Gender-fluid” Biden Official Caught on Tape Stealing
Luggage. Cops File Felony Charge
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The Biden administration’s drag queen show
has delivered yet another award-winning
performance. Cops have charged the “non-
binary” thing in charge of the nation’s
nuclear waste with a felony for stealing a
suitcase at Minneapolis-St. Paul
International Airport.

Sam Brinton — who wears dresses, lipstick,
and stiletto heels to his job at the U.S.
Department of Energy — faces up to five
years in the slammer and a $10,000 fine if
convicted.

Though Brinton whimpered his excuses to
cops, video surveillance shows him taking
the bag from the airport’s carousel. He even
used it for a trip to Europe.

Sam Brinton, one of the first “openly genderfluid individuals in federal government
leadership,” was charged with felony theft last month after allegedly stealing a woman’s
luggage at MSP Airport. https://t.co/7MHHmCouE6

— Alpha News (@AlphaNewsMN) November 28, 2022

Not “Completely Honest”

A graduate of MIT, the nancy-boy is in serious trouble, Alpha News reported.

On September 16, a woman who landed in Minneapolis on a flight from New Orleans didn’t find her bag
at the carousel. But the bag had, indeed, arrived.

“Airport records confirmed the navy blue Vera Bradley roller bag arrived at 4:40 p.m. but was missing,”
says Alpha News. “So law enforcement reviewed video surveillance footage from the baggage claim
area and observed Brinton removing a navy blue roller bag from carousel seven, according to a criminal
complaint.”

A Vera Bradley suitcase can cost more than $500.

Whether Brinton broke a nail removing the bag we are not given to know. But the surveillance video
shows that he acted like a guilty man, even if he is “gender-fluid.” That leftist neologism means he shifts
from one “gender” to another.

“The complaint says Brinton removed a luggage tag from the bag, placed it into a handbag he was
carrying, and ‘then left the area at a quick pace,’” Alpha News continued:

Brinton arrived at MSP Airport around 4:27 p.m. on an American Airlines flight from
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Washington, D.C., but did not check a bag, meaning he had no reason to visit baggage
claim, according to the complaint.

Police showed the surveillance video to the victim and she confirmed it was her bag.

Brinton left the airport in an Uber for a stay at the InterContinental St. Paul Riverfront
hotel, where he checked in with the blue bag, the complaint says.

He returned to the airport on September 18 to fly back to Washington, D.C., cops allege, then used the
bag for a trip to Europe, surveillance video shows.

From there, Brinton’s tale gets as as queer as a $3 bill. When a cop called Brinton and asked him if he
“took anything that did not belong” to him, he flat-out lied:

“Not that I know of,” Brinton allegedly responded. He later admitted to taking the bag but
said the clothes inside were his, according to the complaint.

“If I had taken the wrong bag, I am happy to return it, but I don’t have any clothes for
another individual. That was my clothes when I opened the bag,” he told police, according to
the complaint.

Two hours later, Brinton called the cop and confessed that he wasn’t “completely honest,” but added
that he took the bag because he mistook it for one of his own.

“He realized the bag didn’t belong to him when he opened it up at the hotel but ‘got nervous’ and didn’t
‘know what to do,’” Alpha News continued:

Worried that people would think he “stole the bag,” Brinton told police he left the victim’s
clothes in the drawers in the hotel room, according to the complaint.

Brinton said he brought the bag back to D.C. with him because it would have been
“weirder” to leave a bag in the hotel room, according to police.

Police told Brinton how to return the bag to Delta, but as of Oct. 27 the victim still had not
received her bag back.

Brinton is on leave from his job as deputy assistant secretary of the Office of Spent Fuel and Waste
Disposition. He goes to criminal court in Hennepin County, Minnesota, on December 19.

Child Prostitution Advocate

Bad as stealing the bag might be, the chrome-domed cross-dresser has done worse, as The New
American reported in July.

When federal agents arrested the boss of a website called Rentboy.com, which promoted underage
prostitution, Brinton turned fuchsia.

EXC: Top New Biden Staffer Defended Underage, Gay Prostitution Website Raided By Feds
in Jaw-Dropping 2015 Article. https://t.co/xOYM8dXceh

— The National Pulse – RSS Feed (@TheNatPulseRSS) July 5, 2022
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“The federal government’s recent attack on Rentboy.com is a devastating assault on some of the most
vulnerable members of our community — young adults who, for the first time in their lives, were able to
earn a secure living safely through Rentboy after surviving family rejection and homelessness because
of their sexual orientation or gender identity,” the man who now runs America’s nuclear waste policy
wrote for a “gay” newspaper.

Selling themselves to older perverts, he continued, was the boys’ only “lifeline out of homelessness,
despair, and the dangers of living on the street.”

Indeed, the underage prostitutes’ “main source of income has been ripped away due to irresponsible
and archaic views of sex work.”

In other words, Brinton backs the sexual exploitation of underage boys.

Beyond that, Brinton is also involved in something called “pup play,” which involves a “master” and
another kook who masquerades as a dog.

That such an individual would find a job in the Biden administration is not surprising. Biden’s
transportation secretary, Pete Buttigieg, thinks he is married to a man, and his No. 2 health official is a
man who calls himself “Rachel,” believes he is a woman, and wants to chemically castrate teenagers
before puberty.

Biden also picked a cross-dresser to run the Defense Department’s transition.

Chasten and I are beyond thankful for all the kind wishes since first sharing the news that
we’re becoming parents. We are delighted to welcome Penelope Rose and Joseph August
Buttigieg to our family. pic.twitter.com/kS89gb11Ax

— Pete Buttigieg (@PeteButtigieg) September 4, 2021
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